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Abstract 
The attentional boost effect (ABE) refers to a phenomenon in which the usual inhibitory effects 
of divided attention are overcome, and the divided attention (DA) conditions perform just as well 
on tests of memory as the full attention (FA) conditions.  This effect occurs when participants in 
the divided attention condition are required to monitor a distracter item and respond to its 
change.  The perceptual encoding hypothesis states that this enhancement in memory is due to an 
increase in perceptual processing during encoding due to the nature of the distracter task 
(Swallow & Jiang, 2010, 2011, 2012).  This study contains two experiments that provide 
evidence against the perceptual encoding hypotheses in the ABE using a crossed modality 
manipulation in recognition and free recall.  Other explanations are considered.  
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The attentional boost effect of memory across modalities 
Since Cherry’s dichotic listening experiments (1953), research on memory and attention 
has been exploring the characteristics and effects of dividing attention.  When conducting an 
experiment on memory, researchers can examine effects on memory by manipulating the 
encoding or retrieval processes, such as distracting the participant from the task.  Researchers 
can also manipulate the type of memory test used to assess different types of memory such as 
implicit and explicit memory.  It is well established that dividing attention at learning decreases 
performance on all memory tests of conscious/explicit memory (Mulligan, 2008).  Explicit 
memory is measured using recognition tests, as well as free and cued recall tests and refers to 
memories that are consciously assessed such as memory of facts and events.  On the other hand, 
implicit memory is measured with procedural tasks and is considered the result of priming.   This 
paper describes a divided attention experiment designed to assess a memory phenomena called 
the attentional boost effect (ABE) using a forced-choice recognition test and a free recall test, 
two explicit tests of memory.   
Experiments in divided attention 
A memory experiment can focus on factors at encoding (creation of the memory trace) or 
factors at retrieval (recalling or exhibiting signs of memory trace at testing).  In a typical study 
that examines the effects of attention on memory, the most common manipulation is to divide 
attention at encoding.  These experiments consist of two conditions: a full attention (FA) 
condition in which the sole task is to encode the study stimuli, and a divided attention (DA) 
condition in which the participant must perform a secondary task while simultaneously 
performing the memory encoding task.  The FA condition may also include the secondary task 
but the participant is told to ignore the distracting stimuli.  In such a study by Craik, Govoni, 
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Naveh-Benjamin and Anderson (1996), participants in the DA condition were presented with a 
list of aurally presented words along with a continuous reaction time (CRT) task which required 
them to monitor an array on a computer screen and respond to a test stimulus with the 
appropriate key press.  Memory experiments control for recency effects by putting a filler task, 
such as basic arithmetic problems, directly after the memory task.  Craik et al. (1996) used a 
within-subjects design with four phases of the experiment, such that participants experienced 
both the full and divided attention conditions of the experiment.  The participants also completed 
the CRT task alone for the purpose of comparing it to the CRT task performance when done in 
conjunction with memory encoding.  Using a within subjects design and having raw CRT scores 
for each participant allowed Craik et al. (1996) to compare performance based on experimental 
conditions, and more accurately judge the effect of dividing attention.  Memory for words was 
tested with free recall and paired-associate learning was tested using cued recall and recognition.  
Results from this study are typical of divided attention experiments, with DA at encoding 
reducing memory performance on all memory tests. 
Mulligan (1998) replicated the results from Craik et al. (1996) and characterized them by 
type of memory task.  Most research in memory has focused on explicit memory paradigms, but 
Mulligan (1998) looked at implicit memory and divided attention.  Mulligan (1998) found that 
priming was not reduced by divided attention using a digit-monitoring task for word 
identification (a perceptual implicit test).  However, priming was reduced for associate cued 
recall and word-association (conceptual implicit tests) only when strong divisions of attention 
were used.  When graphemic cued recall (perceptual explicit test), and semantic cued recall 
(conceptual explicit test) were used, memory was decreased more when lighter divisions of 
attention were used than with stronger divisions of attention.  These results brought into question 
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the transfer appropriate processing (TAP) prediction that manipulations which disrupt processing 
(perceptual or conceptual) will also disrupt the corresponding priming.  This dissociation is 
reduced by the conclusion of Spatero, Mulligan and Rossi-Arnaud (2012) that perceptual implicit 
tests are insensitive to elaborative and semantic encoding processes, while conceptual implicit 
tests do show an effect of DA.  
Fernandes and Moscovitch (2000) concluded that the extent that a distracter task 
interferes with memory is contingent upon the similarity of the material between memory task 
and test.  Thus, the distracter task has the most detrimental effect on memory when modalities 
match because it pulls from the resources necessary for proper encoding of the memory item 
(Fernandes & Moscovitch, 2000).  Most research on the topic has focused on encoding because 
there is not much decrease in memory accuracy when attention is divided during retrieval (see 
Mulligan, 2008 for review).  This experimental choice is appropriate given the results of 
Mulligan and Osborne (2009), which found that the modality match effect arises during retrieval 
rather than encoding, but can be manipulated both at retrieval and at encoding.  This has 
historically led researchers to believe that retrieval processes are automatic but encoding 
processes are under conscious control (i.e. Baddeley, 1984). 
The Attentional Boost Effect 
Dividing attention at encoding is known to disrupt later memory when measured by 
explicit memory tests.  However, Swallow and Jiang (2010) found a very surprising 
circumstance in which DA at encoding produced little impairment in explicit memory.  In this 
experiment, the memory items consisted of visual images displayed on a computer screen, and 
the distracter task entailed monitoring a colored square superimposed on the picture.  In the DA 
condition, participants had to monitor the color of the square and respond to it by hitting the 
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spacebar on the keyboard.  Participants in the FA condition were instructed to ignore the square 
and focus only on remembering the image.  After a filler task, all participants performed a 
recognition task for memory accuracy.  Swallow and Jiang (2010) manipulated the distracter task 
of a traditional memory experiment to examine the effect of a target on subsequent memory of an 
image.  They found that the appearance of (and response to) a target produced better memory for 
the visual stimulus than scenes presented before or after the target, or other memory items paired 
with distracters.  This phenomenon of boosted encoding as a result of increased attention to a 
background image with the appearance of a target has been labeled the Attentional Boost Effect 
(ABE).  In these original experiments on the ABE, the difference in recognition memory of 
target items between the FA and DA conditions are such that memory for the target item in the 
DA condition is boosted to the level of the FA condition.  Thus, these original experiments 
provide a relative boost for DA.  
Successive experiments have expanded upon the aforementioned experiments, exploring 
the necessary conditions to observe this attentional boost effect.  In a slight adjustment of the 
experiment described in the previous paragraph, Swallow and Jiang (2010) manipulated the 
modality of the distracter task by having two DA conditions: a visual condition (identical to 
before), and an auditory condition (in which a tone played over headphones replaced the square 
over the image for the same duration of time).  This experiment found no difference in 
performance on the recognition task (that is, the same-sized ABE was found in the visual and 
auditory conditions), indicating that the presence of the ABE is not modality-specific for the 
distracter task (experiment 2).  Since the ABE does not appear in the full attention conditions, in 
which the participants are told to ignore the distracter task (experiment 3, 4), it seems that the 
appearance of the ABE requires that the target be attended to, and is not a result of perceptual 
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saliency of the target.  In experiment 5, there were two types of targets (red and green squares) in 
addition to the distracters (black squares).  Participants in the simple-detection task condition 
made the same response to both target colors (hitting the spacebar) while those in the arbitrary-
detection task condition made different responses to the different targets (one key for red squares 
and another for green squares).  Performance in the recognition test was compared between these 
conditions and no ABE was found for the arbitrary stimulus-response mapping task.  This could 
indicate that unique target detection is essential for the appearance of the ABE, or that the 
cognitive load of multiple target detection was too high and that a simple distracter task is 
necessary to produce the ABE.  As attentional demands on the distracter task increase, the result 
is less attentional resources for the memory task.  These initial findings led Swallow and Jiang 
(2010) to the conclusion that the ABE is the result of a temporal orienting response at the 
moment of an occasional target stimulus in a string of distracters.   
The importance of the temporal overlap of the picture and the target from the distracter 
task was determined in a follow-up study by Swallow and Jiang (2011).  Three experiments 
reiterated that recognition memory was only increased under conditions which the image and 
target occur at the same time; however the temporal onset did not have to be identical, so long as 
overlap occurred between the image and target (Swallow & Jiang, 2011, experiments 2 & 3).  
Temporal overlap is necessary but not sufficient to produce the ABE.  Experiment 4 showed that 
participants must direct their attention to the images in order for the ABE to occur.  Experiment 4 
found that the ABE did not occur when participants were told to focus only on the distracter task, 
and ignore the background images.   
Swallow and Jiang (2012) examined the frequency of targets on the ABE.  If the ABE is 
a result of infrequent targets relative to distracters, then it should be eliminated when distracters 
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and targets are equal in frequency.  Instead, it was found that the ABE was maintained when 
targets were as frequent as distracters (experiment 1).  The ABE was even maintained when 
distracters were rare, or when there were two types of distracters and still only one type of target 
with a ratio of targets to distracters of 1:1 (experiment 3).  When the concurrent task or distracter 
task was auditory instead of visual (so that the participants were wearing headphones and 
monitoring for beeps instead of looking for color changes on the screen), the ABE still held, but 
had a smaller magnitude than with the comparable visual distracter task.  The distracter task in 
experiment 2 required participants to count the number of times a target distracter appeared, 
determining that the response to the concurrent task does not have to be an overt, manual 
response for the ABE to occur.   
Originally, Swallow and Jiang (2010, 2011) hypothesized that the ABE was caused by an 
increase in perceptual processing of the memory item in reaction to detecting the target.  
Swallow and Jiang (2010) suggest that concurrently presented targets increased perceptual 
duration, or the amount of time each image was processed in working memory.  According to 
Event Segmentation Theory, perceptual changes are preferentially encoded resulting in an 
increase in attention to suddenly salient environmental changes.  Swallow & Jiang (2011) 
suggest that since visual stimuli tend to be grouped together when presented together, increasing 
attention to one part of a group will increase attention to the whole group, a phenomenon called 
perceptual grouping.  The results of Swallow and Jiang (2012) caused the researchers to re-
evaluate their hypothesis and suggest that the ABE, instead of being related to distinctiveness of 
the target, is related to the requirement of a response to the target, and related processes that the 
response triggers.  
Spatero, Mulligan & Rossi-Arnaud (in press) have expanded upon these initial findings. 
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The first important difference between these experiments concerns the type of memory items 
used.  Swallow and Jiang (2010, 2011, 2012) used pictures of landscapes and faces.  Spatero et 
al. (2012) used words, thus expanding the ABE to verbal material.  Similar to the studies by 
Swallow and Jiang, Spatero et al. (2012) used a visual stimulus on a computer screen, with a 
visual distracter task of a colored circle below the word.  This experiment found that the ABE 
still holds when the concurrent task did not overlap in space with the memory items, and 
replicated Swallow & Jiang’s results with verbal material.   
A new finding concerning the ABE relates to the type of memory test used.  Swallow & 
Jiang (2010, 2011, 2012) used tests of explicit memory and found a relative advantage for 
memory items occurring concurrently with a target item such that recognition was raised to the 
level of FA.  Thus, the ABE represents an elimination of the effects of DA for recall tests.  
Spatero et al. (2012) used tests of implicit memory, and found an absolute advantage for 
concurrent memory items such that repetition priming in the DA condition was higher than in 
FA.  This held for the lexical decision task (experiment 2) and word fragment completion 
(experiment 3), two perceptual implicit tests.  The ABE was not found for semantic classification 
(experiment 4), a conceptual implicit test.  These findings are consistent with Swallow & Jiang’s 
original hypothesis that the ABE is due to enhanced perceptual processing of items presented 
with the target stimulus.   
The Current Study 
The current study seeks to further evaluate the role of perceptual encoding in the 
Attentional Boost Effect (ABE).  The finding of the ABE in recognition memory may indicate 
that enhanced perceptual encoding underlies the ABE (see Mulligan & Osborne, 2009).  
However, it is important to note that the ABE was quite large (a 44% increase in accuracy in 
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Spatero et al., 2012) in recognition where perceptual effects are generally quite modest.  For 
example, one way to examine the effect of perceptual information in recognition memory is to 
vary the match in modality, auditory vs. visual, between study and test (e.g., whether a word is 
presented in the same modality during the study and test phase).  Effects of modality-match are 
often non-significant, and when significant they tend to be small in size (Mulligan & Osborne, 
2009).  The findings of Mulligan and Osborne (2009) indicate that perceptual effects of 
recognition memory tend to be modality-specific, thus evaluating the ABE across modalities will 
provide insight into the effect of perceptual encoding in the ABE.  Additionally, free recall is 
insensitive to perceptual effects in memory, so free recall is used in experiment 2.   
In order to assess this hypothesis, this study seeks to expand upon the findings of Spatero 
et al. (2012).  The current study first seeks to replicate the visual identification study across test 
modalities.  Swallow and Jiang (2012) found that the ABE still holds when the distracter task is 
in a different modality than the memory task.  The use of visual images in their studies did not 
allow Swallow and Jiang to determine if the ABE will hold when there is a change in modality 
between the memory task and test.  The findings by Spatero et al. (2012) allow this research 
question to be answered.  Therefore, this study will use visual linguistic items at study, with 
experiment 1 using a recognition test using either visual or auditory items, and experiment 2 
using a free recall test.  The memory tests within the visual modality seek to replicate the 
findings of Spatero et al. (2012).  The memory tests across modalities will help provide an 
answer to the question of the importance of perceptual encoding for the ABE.   
We hypothesize that: (1) If the ABE is indeed a product of enhanced perceptual processes 
as hypothesized by Swallow and Jiang (2010, 2011, 2012), then the ABE will be reduced or 
eliminated across modalities and we will find no ABE when words are presented visual and 
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tested aurally.  (2) If the ABE is found across modalities, then it cannot be accounted for by a 
perceptual phenomenon, and other explanations will be considered.  
Experiment 1 
This experiment examined the ABE in recognition memory.  At study, the words were 
presented visually, and during the recognition test the words were either presented visually or 
aurally.  The visual test condition serves as a near replication of the study by Spataro et al. 
(2012) in which the ABE was assessed with a visual recognition test.  This is a near replication 
because in Spatero et al. (2012) the test was a four alternative forced choice (whereas the current 
test is a yes-no recognition test), and the materials were in Italian (of course, the current 
materials are in English).  The auditory recognition test allows us to assess whether the ABE 
occurs across modalities to assess the perceptual encoding hypothesis. 
Method 
Participants. Participants were 72 introductory psychology students from the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill who participated in exchange for course credit.  Participants 
were native English speakers and reported normal color vision.   
Materials. The critical items were 80, 5-7 letter words.  Half were high frequency 
(frequencies of 100 – 500, mean length of 5.4) and half low frequency (frequencies of 2 or 3, 
mean length of 5.5), although this manipulation is not analyzed in the present document (Kucera 
& Francis, 1967).  The critical words were randomly divided into two sets to serve as the old-
new counterbalance.  An additional 123 (medium frequency) words were used as filler items 
during the study phase.  The recognition test consisted of all 80 critical items, 40 old and 40 new. 
For the auditory test condition, the critical words were digitally recorded in a female voice and 
pilot tested to ensure comprehensibility. 
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Procedure. The procedure was similar to that of Spatero et al. (2012), which in turn was 
modeled on Swallow and Jiang (2010).  The experiment consisted of a study phase, distracter 
phase and a testing phase.  The study list consisted of 163 words (the 40 critical words and the 
123 filler words), presented at a rate of 500-ms per word using E-prime.  On each trial, a blank 
white screen appeared for 200-ms, followed directly by the word (black, Times New Roman, 44 
points), which appeared on the screen with a circle (green or red, 1 cm x 1 cm) below it.  Both 
the word and the circle appeared for 100-ms, after which the circle was removed from the screen 
and the word persisted for another 400-ms.  
 Participants in the divided attention condition were instructed to read each word aloud 
and remember it for a later memory test while observing the color of the circle below the word, 
and to hit the space bar whenever the circle was red.  Within the study list, there were 20 blocks 
of 5 items each.  Target items (those associated with a red circle) were assigned to the third 
position of the study block and critical words from distracter trials (associated with green circles) 
were placed in the two positions before and after the target item.  All other words in the block 
were filler words and accompanied with a green circle.  One to five filler words (always with a 
green circle) were placed between the blocks to reduce the regularity of critical items.  This 
structure was not apparent to the participant as the blocks were presented as one continuous list.  
Two lists were counterbalanced over the target and distracter tasks across participants.  
Participants in the full attention condition were presented with the same lists and an identical 
procedure except that they were instructed to ignore the circles beneath the words.  
The distracter task lasted 5-minutes, and consisted of arithmetic problems.  Participants 
were assigned to either the visual or auditory recognition test.  In the visual condition, 
participants were presented with a word on the computer screen and instructed to indicate 
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whether the word was old or new by hitting Y on the keyboard (for “yes, I recognize this word”) 
or N (for “no, this word is new”).  The word was presented after a 500-ms delay during which a 
fixation point appeared on the center of the screen.  In the auditory condition, the fixation point 
also appeared, but the participants listened to an audio version of the word over headphones.  
Participants in the auditory condition indicated yes/no recognition using the keyboard in the 
same way as the visual participants. This testing procedure is a deviation from the original study 
by Swallow and Jiang (2010) and the study by Spatero et al. (in press) which used a four-choice 
recognition task.  
Results and Discussion 
The proportion correct on the memory test was analyzed using a 2 (Word Type: target vs. 
distracter) x 2 (Attentional Condition: FA vs. DA) x 2 (Test Condition: Auditory vs. Visual) 
ANOVA.  This revealed a significant main effect of Word Type [F(1, 71) = 10.59, MSE = 0.013, 
p = 0.002], in which critical words (red circles) are recognized better than distracter words (green 
circles: M = 0.44, M = 0.35).  There was an interaction between Attentional Condition and Word 
Type [F(1, 71) = 5.436, p = 0.023] indicating that the effect of target or distracter Word Type 
was different across Attentional Conditions (Figure 1).  In order to examine these individual 
effects, two 2x2 ANOVAs were used to investigate the Test Conditions separately.  Analysis of 
the divided attention condition showed that there was no interaction between Word Type and 
Test Condition [F(1, 47) = 0.406, p = 0.527] indicating that the size of the ABE did not differ 
across Test Condition (Figure 1).  This indicates that test modality has no effect on the ABE.  
The usual effects of divided attention for distracter words [F(1, 71) = 4.287, p = 0.042] and 
equivalent recognition of critical items in DA and FA conditions [F(1, 71) = 0.059, p = 0.809] 
indicate a relative ABE such as the one found in Spatero et al. (2012).  For the purposes of this 
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analysis, corrected recognition is calculated as hits minus false alarms as a measure of accuracy.  
In order to supplement these results, the same analysis was done with d’, and the same results 
were found.  
Analysis of the Divided Attention condition revealed that the change in modality from 
encoding to retrieval had no effect on the proportion of target items correct.  Normal effects of 
DA were found indicating that monitoring the distracters reduced memory at encoding.  Since 
there was also no ABE present in the FA condition, this indicates that the response to the targets 
required of the participants in the DA condition eliminated the normal effect of DA.  In this 
experiment, memory for target items were equal across full and divided attention conditions 
(Figure 1) hence eliminating the normal effects of dividing attention and a relative boost of 
memory.  The replication of Spatero et al. (2012) was successful despite the slight differences in 
methods between the experiments.  The results of Mulligan and Osborne (2009) indicate that 
perceptual effects of recognition memory are modality specific, and any deviation in 
performance under an ABE manipulation will exclude underlying perceptual effects.  Since the 
ABE generalized over test modality, the perceptual encoding hypothesis does not seem to be an 
adequate explanation for the ABE in recognition.  
Experiment 2 
The study portion of Experiment 2 was the same as Experiment 1, in which words were 
presented visually on a computer screen.  Instead of a recognition test, all participants in 
Experiment 2 were given a free recall test.  Experiment 2 provides an alternate way to examine 
the hypothesis of a perceptual basis for the ABE, since recall tests should be minimally 
influenced by perceptual variables.   
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Method 
Participants. Participants were 40 introductory psychology students from the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.   
Materials and Procedure. The materials and instructions used in experiment 2 were 
exactly the same as experiment 1, except after the distracter task participants were given a blank 
piece of paper and 5-minutes for free recall of the previously presented words.  
Results and Discussion 
It should be noted that any word from the study list could be given as a correct answer on 
the free recall test (unlike recognition, one cannot test selectively for individual words).  Given 
the long study list, it is not surprising the free recall performance is relatively low.  Despite this, 
there were several significant results.  The number of words recalled from the critical conditions 
was analyzed using a 2 (Word Type: target vs. distracter) x 2 (Attentional Condition: FA vs. DA) 
ANOVA.  The results of the ANOVA show no main effect for Word Type [F(1, 39) = 0.930, p = 
0.341], but there was a significant interaction of Word Type and Attentional condition [F(1, 39) 
= 8.369, p = 0.006] indicating that there was an effect of Word Type across the Attentional 
Conditions (Figure 3), replicating the results of Experiment 1.  
Post-hoc t tests revealed that there was no significant difference for number of target 
words remembered between attentional conditions [t(19) = 1.353, p = 0.184] meaning the DA 
and FA conditions remembered about the same number of target words.  There was a significant 
effect of Word Type in DA [t(19) = 2.308, p = 0.032] showing an ABE for this free recall testing 
condition.  Post-hoc t tests also revealed a significant effect of attentional condition for distracter 
words [t(19) = -3.145, p = 0.003], with a slight trend toward better memory for distracter words 
[t(19) = -1.756, p = 0.095] in the FA condition, but the author feels this is a fluke due to a small 
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sample size.  Since our results are close to floor and can potentially produce problems with 
assumptions of normality and qualities of variance, we verified the results of the t-test using the 
nonparametric tests the Mann-Whitney U and the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. 
Despite low levels of recall in experiment 2, there was sufficient resolution to detect an 
ABE, as well as the expected negative effect of DA on recall of non-target items.  Just as in 
experiment 1, the results of Swallow and Jiang (2010, 2011, 2012) are replicated despite use of a 
different memory test.  Experiment 2 provides an additional approach to examine the potential 
effect of perceptual cues in the ABE, and the presence of an ABE in this free recall experiment 
provide further evidence for an alternative explanation for the ABE than that hypothesized in 
Swallow and Jiang (2010, 2011, 2012).  
General Discussion 
Experiment 1 successfully replicated the results of Spatero et al. (2012) in which normal 
effects of dividing attention were observed except in the case of target words in the DA 
condition.  This study found the same result for both visual and auditory testing conditions, thus 
expanding our understanding of the ABE to be consistent with the modality match effect 
(Mulligan & Osborne, 2009).  Just as with Swallow and Jiang’s original studies (2010, 2011, 
2012), appearance of the ABE is contingent upon the participant making a response to the target 
items, as indicated by the ABE’s absence in the FA condition.  In these studies, memory for 
target items were equal between attentional conditions, indicating the ABE in explicit memory 
reflects only a relative boost for the target items, up to the level of FA memory performance, and 
not an absolute boost as was found with perceptual implicit tests (Spataro et al., 2012).  
Results of this experiment do not support the enhanced perceptual encoding hypothesis.  
Experiment 1 indicates that the size of the ABE did not differ across test conditions, and that 
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changes in test modality have no effect on the ABE.  Just as with recognition tests, free recall 
tests have been shown to be unaffected by perceptual processes.  The free recall test used in 
experiment 2 revealed the same results as in experiment 1, providing further evidence against the 
perceptual encoding hypothesis for the ABE.  Even though these studies show that enhanced 
perceptual encoding does not seem to be the mechanism behind the ABE, one thing is clear; the 
process of making a reaction to a stimulus enhances the memory of a paired visual stimulus.  The 
results of this study indicate that the ABE is strong enough to span across test modalities but 
results of this study are not sufficient to rule out the possibility that the enhanced memory occurs 
only for visual study presentation.   
All participants experienced a visual learning phase, and it is possible that the memory 
tests cued the same visual processing that occurred at encoding.  This would indicate support for 
our original hypothesis, which was disproven by the experiment, and draws into question the 
validity of our results, and the extent that our modality manipulation was successful.  All 
participants were required to read the words aloud, to ensure that they were reading and 
processing each word equally, and not just trying to remember the target words.  Since they were 
reading and processing the sounds of each word, it is possible that they were activating some 
auditory perceptual processes, facilitating an ABE in the auditory recognition test, which might 
otherwise have been absent.  In order to test this, there must be a modality manipulation at 
encoding, in which some participants experience an auditory encoding phase.  An experimental 
condition in which participants experienced an auditory testing condition and a visual 
recognition test would eliminate a modality leak between encoding and test.  If the ABE were 
solely produced by enhanced visual encoding then it would not be present if the study words 
were presented aurally. 
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It could be that the memory test is cueing the re-experience of the visual event of the 
target item at encoding, but it is also possible that the participant is consciously recalling the 
experience of encoding the target.  Upon presentation of a word during the recognition test, the 
participant may recall the color of the circle below the word.  Remembering that the word was 
associated with a circle indicates that it must be an old word.  In this case it would not be the 
objective perceptual saliency of the target that causes the enhanced memory, but rather the 
contextual memory for the distinctive target potentially caused by the fact that the participant 
was required to respond to the distinctive target.  
So far, discussion of the ABE has focused on the presence of a perceptual event to trigger 
the increased memory for a concurrently presented visual stimulus.  If enhanced perceptual 
processing does not cause the ABE, as this study seems to suggest, then there must be a different 
underlying cognitive effect.  Emotional memory research demonstrates a consistent advantage 
for emotionally salient words compared to neutral words in memory.  A study by Schmidt (2012) 
compared emotional and neutral words in a way that was similar to the distracter task in the 
current study.  Just as when Swallow and Jiang (2010) demonstrated that the ABE is only found 
when the target distracter is distinct, Schmidt (2012) demonstrated that there was an effect of 
emotionality of items only when comparing emotional to neutral words, not memory between 
emotional words such as with positive and negative connotative words.  
An initial hypothesis for the results of this study was based on distinctiveness, that 
emotional words were being processed differently because they were distinct from the neutral 
words.  Initially, the ABE was thought to be caused by an enhanced perceptual processing due to 
an attenuation cue caused by the distinct target distracter item.  The results of Schmidt (2012) are 
similar in nature to this hypothesis, and indicate that the subjective emotional response, or ratings 
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of emotion were less important than emotional contrast of words.  This result indicates that the 
ABE and the results of Schmidt (2012) could be caused by the same underlying phenomena.  
That is to say, if the ABE is causing an emotional response in the participant as a result of the 
physical response required for the target items by the DA condition.  
Rimmele, Davachi, and Phelps (2012) showed that emotional words produced better 
subjective memory for contextual details.  This pattern is found in flashbulb memories, such as 
when participants report remembering where they were when they first heard about the salient 
event, and report higher confidence for this part of the memory than other semantic details.  This 
study also used memory items of images with colored icons superimposed on the images, and 
assessed accuracy for memory of the color of these icons.  Accuracy was low for memory of the 
color of the icons, but high for location of the icons.  Based on these findings, the author 
speculates that the ABE may be partially due to an enhanced emotional experience of the target 
words due to the response required to the target distracter item.  Unfortunately, effects of 
emotion are inconsistent due to the fragility of emotional memory and discrepancy in results 
based on different manipulations and tests used.  
Swallow and Jiang (2010) first determined that the ABE is not a result of perceptual 
saliency for the target distracter icon, and this result has been replicated in subsequent studies.  In 
our discussion of alternative explanations for the ABE, a causal effect of the required response 
must be considered.  This literature, however, has not yet determined the effect of the response.  
In order to do this, the distracter task must be further manipulated to increase participant’s false 
alarm rate (incorrectly responded to distracter words).  This would allow recognition accuracy to 
be compared between false alarm rates and hit rates (correctly responded to target words).  Using 
this sort of design, the experimenter could determine if the response and the perceptually salient 
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circle are necessary for the ABE, or if the response is sufficient.  
Based on the results of this study, the ABE does not seem to result from enhanced 
perceptual processing of the memory item.  Because of methodological concerns, the author feels 
this cannot be determined conclusively.  Future research should determine the underlying 
cognitive processing involved in the ABE as there is still much to be learned about this memory 
phenomena.  
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Figures  
 
Figure 1a. Experiment 1: Word Type and Attentional Condition in the visual recognition test 
 
 
Figure 1b. Experiment 1: Word Type and Attentional Condition in the auditory recognition test   
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Figure 2. Experiment 2: Interaction of Attentional Condition and Word Type for Free Recall test 
type using number words recalled  
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